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The Journey

Delivering nature-based solutions:

National – Environment bill & Agricultural bill

Regional – Nature Recovery Network

District – Green Infrastructure Delivery Framework

Local – Bath River Line and Bathscape

Neighbourhood – Bath River Line East and Bathampton Meadows



Environment Bill  2019 -20



restore and enhance nature – through ‘biodiversity net gain’ we will ensure that 
the new houses we build are delivered in a way which protects and enhances 
nature, helping to deliver thriving natural spaces for local communities. We will 
lay the foundation for the Nature Recovery Network to deliver long lasting 
action for nature by establishing Local Nature Recovery Strategies, 
strengthening the duty on public authorities to enhance biodiversity and giving 
communities a greater say in the management of street trees. We are also 
legislating for conservation covenants to improve long term conservation 
management.

Biodiversity Net Gain is an approach to development that leaves biodiversity in 
a better state than before… Biodiversity net gain still relies on the application of 
the mitigation hierarchy to avoid, mitigate or compensate for biodiversity 
losses. It is additional to these approaches, not instead of them. 

Environment Bill



Agriculture Bill  2019 -20



Growing ‘natural capital’ (farmers rewarded with public money for ‘public 
goods’ – such as better air and water quality, improved access to the 
countryside or measured to reduce flooding

Transform British farming, enabling a balance between food production and the 
environment which will safeguard our countryside and farming communities for 
the future

Rewarding farmers for the work they do safeguard our environment and 
helping us meet crucial goals on climate change and protecting nature and 
biodiversity 

Agriculture Bill



WENP

Ecological networks:

• grassland

• woodland

• wetland





NRN Recommended Ambitions







WHS Setting study



GI project areas



• Conserving and restoring 

• Exploring the countryside

• Learning and skills

Bathscape





Landscape City

• Bath a historic  
‘Landscape City‘

• Book launched at the 
UN World Urban Forum

• Bathscape and 
Waterspace featured



From Landscape Cities Chapter (in Cities of 

Synopsis

In the context of the climate emergency and biodiversity extinctions, future 
cities need to be defined less by their buildings and more by their human life 
support systems and especially their living landscapes and nature. Such 
‘Landscape Cities’ would help reconnect our culture, economy and wellbeing 
with global biodiversity and the health of the planet. 

Imagine such a world where cities are defined not by their architecture but by 
their landscape and ecology. Where species rich habitats form a connected and 
colourful web across the city and where every resident, worker and visitor felt 
immersed within a living and productive environment as soon as they step 
outdoors. These would be ‘Landscape Cities’ bringing huge benefits to human 
health and happiness, and to ecological diversity and resilience.

Landscape Cities



18

Waterspace



Character Areas: Whole Study Area





Bath Riverline-West



Bath Riverline-East



Bathampton Meadows



Community Asset Transfer process

• Instruction to proceed with CAT

• Expression of Interest submitted by National Trust

• Business case in development

• Decisions needs to balance value v community benefit

• Confirmation needed of community support

• Decision on CAT Spring/Summer 2020



Delivering our corporate strategy



Next Steps…

• Waterspace Manager starts 9th March

• Schedule land owner, stakeholder and community 
workshops to develop FBC for Bath River Line –
Summer 2020

• Submit FBC to WECA for Bath River Line


